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SURVEILLANCE

Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs

I. DEFINITION

Surveillance is the 8ecretive and continuous
watching of persons , vehicles , places or objects
to obtaIn information concernIng the activIties
and identities of individuals,

II. TYPES

A, Moving Survel11ance - The irwestigator
follows the subject on foot or in a vehicle.

B. Stationary surveillance - The contlnuou8
watching of a place, object or person from a
fIxed poInt,

III. ORIECTIVES

A. To obtaIn evidence of a crimee

B. To locate persons by watching hi8 haunts and
associates e

c. To obtain detailed information about a sub•'
ject1 S activitie8,

To check on the reliabiIIty of informants+D.

To locate hidden property or contraband,E.

F. To obtain probable cause for obtainIng search
warrants e

G, To prevent the commission of an act or to
apprehend a subject in the carrurission of an act +

H, To obtain information for later use in
interrogation .

1. To develop leads and information received
from other sources,

J, To blow at all times the whereabouts of an
individual ,

K. To obtain admissible legal evidence for use
in couFt e

IV. NEEDED QUALITIES

A, OrdInary appearance - Any outstanding phy8i-
cal characteristics may attract the $ubject' e

attentIon e

B, AbiIIty to act natural under all circum'
8 tlances ,

C , Alertne $8 ,

D, Re80urcefulne 88 .

Be Good powers of observation and memory.

Fe PatIence and endurance,

V. PREPARATION

Ae study related fIles for Information relating
10

a, Identitie8 and de8crlption8 of known or
suspected contact8 or a880ciates of subjectB

b, HabIts and normal routine8e
c, Subject18 probable gu8pjciong and esti-

WLted abIlity to elude surveillance.
d, All other background information on

subject ,

2 , Type, scope and extent of crimes known or
suspected to be involved in the caseo

3, Type of neighborhood.
a, Type of inhabitants,
b, Dress of inhabitant8,
c, language and dialects .

4, VehIcles irwolved in case+

a, Descriptions and license numbers of
vehicles ,

b, Subject' 8 driving habits,
c , Garage and repaIr facIlities frequented•
d, Streets and routes frequentede

B. Reconnai88ance - Should be used to supple-
ment file informatione

le if practical, the subject should be
poInted out to the surveillance officers by
saneone familiar with his identitye

2 , Make a physical survey to determine :
a , Geography ,
bB Background information on reighborhoods

and inhabitants not available in files .
c . Suitable vantage points +

d, Traffic conditions B

e, Become famiIIar with names and locations
of streets in area, including locatIons of dead-
end streets , etc+

Appearance of surveillance officers ,C.

1, Must watch dress and demeanor of local
people, Appear natural at all time8e

2, Avoid conspicuous jewelry or other dis-
tinctive articles e



Beware of bulging concealed weapons ,3+

4. Carry cap and glasses to effect quick
changes ,

D , Funds
1, Alway8 carry sufficient money to def ray

contemplated living, transportation, etc,
expenses ,

2, The deaaminations and Federal Reserve Bank
issuing paper money should be in keeping with
the local conditions +

E , if several officers are to engage in a sur-
veillance , a system of tactc8 should be agreed
upon to determine the duty of each officer in
any eventuality.

F, Signals suitable for communicating inform-
tIon between the surveillance officers should
be devIsed and thoroughly understood by all par-
ticipants ,

G, When more than one officer is engaged in a
surveIllance , one of the participants should
be desIgnated as "officer in charge",

H. If the surveillance is likely to be lengthy,
arrangements should be made for suitable reliefs

1 A secure system of communIcating with head
quarters or 8uperior8 should be prearranged and
a central coordination point should be esta
bllshed to enable officers to keep in touch
wIth each other

J, Prepare explanations for being at a parti
cular place at a particular time if accosted by
the subject

VI. SURVEILLANCE METHODS

Ae One-man foot ' surveillance ,

le Surveillance is extremely difficult for
one man and should be avoided if possible,

29 The subject nust be kept in view at all
times ,

38 One-man surveillance wIll usually be very
close and somewhat dependent on pedestrian
traffic and phy8ica1 characteristics of the area

he When walking on the opposite side of a
street, the offIcer should keep alm08t abreast
of the subject,

5, it is necessary at all times to be close
enough to im@diately observe the subject if he
enters building6 , turns corner8 or simIlar
sudden moves ,

B o TwowRHn surveillance e

1, The use of two officers affords greater
security against detection and reduce8 the ri8k
of losing the subject,

2+ On 8treet8 crowded with pedestrIan and
vehIcular traffIc , both survei11ant8 8hould
normally remain on the gain side of the 8treet
as the subject,

a8 The fir8t officer trailing the subject
faIrly closely,

be The second officer trailing the first
agent 8ame distance behind,

3 , On iess crowded streets , one offIcer
should normally 4alk on the opposite side of
the street nearly abreast of the subject,

Three-man surveillance (ABC) method,
1. The use of three offIcers reduces stIll

C

further the risk of losing the subject and,
under ordinary conditions , affords still greater
security against detection,

2, The three•.man method permits a greater
variatIon in the posItion of the officers and
also permits an officer who suspects he has
been spotted by the subject to drop out,3, Use of the ABC method under normal traffic
conditlon8 ,

a, The "A11 officer keeps a reasonable dis-•
tance behind the subject,

b, The "B" officer follows ''A'1 and concen.
trates on keeping 11A11 in view,

c, The 11C" officer walk8 on the subject,
d, The 11B’' officer is also responsible for

detecting any confederate of the subject being
utilized to detect surveIllance.

7, Under normal traffic conditions , when the
subject approaches a street intersection, the
"C11 officer (across the street) should lead the
subject and should reach the intersection
first . By pausing at the corner, or crossing
the street and turning in the same direction
as the subject , the "C11 offIcer can watch the
subject and signal to 11A" and "B" the subjectl8
actions after he has passed from sight, if he
signals that the subject has stopped , the 11A11

officer should cross the intersection before
proceeding in the direction the subject did
when he turned the corner. If the subject
pauses several moments, both the 11A11 and "B't
officers may have to proceed to a point out of
his view and rely on the 11C" officer to signal
them when the subject continues on his way,
Regardless of whether the subject stops or not,
hIs tunling a corner can be utIlized for rota-
ting the posItions of the officers ,

De Progressive or t'leap frog" method of
8urvei I lance ,

1, Use of this method is not too common be-
cause of the time iwolved and the poor chances
of obtaining good results,

4, Use of the ABC method on

streets with little or no traf-•
fic

a, Two officers may be on
the opposite side of the
street or,

b. One officer may be in
front of the subject,

5, Use of the ABC method on

very crowded streets,
ae All three officers

should generally be on the
same side of the street.

b, The leading officer
should follow very close to
the subject to observe his
actions at intersections or if
he enters buildings,

6, As in the two-man method,
the offIcers should frequently
alter their positIons relative
to the subject,



Ze it irr/o:Eves the obsenrat{on of the route ,
with the officer statf onihg hImself at a fixed
point until the subject dis8apears fran view,

3, if the subject follur8 the same route
each day, hIs destination can be determined
without following him, if the officer stations
himself each day at the spot where the subject
disappeared the previou8 day,

4, Dl8advantage8,
ae No assurance that subject wIll follow

same route each day,
b, No a88urance that subject will go to

the same destination each day,
Se This method may be of value in locating

hideout8 or meeting place8 when the rIsk of
actually trailing the subject is too great,

B, Corrlblned foot-auto surveIllance,
1+ This method involves surveIllance on foot

by one, two or three officers , and additional
surveillance at the same tIme by one or two
officers in an automobile,

2, By use of this method , officers will al.
ways be assured of transportation if the 8ubH.
ject should board a bus , streetcar or taxicab,

3, Several offIcers can also be carried in
the car, and the officers on foot can .be f re_
quently changed to avoid compromise,

48 Caution must be e?<ercised in the opera-
tion of the automobile as a slow moving car may
become conspicuous ,

VII. FOOT SURVEILLANCE PROBLEMS

A, Subject enters building,
1, Ordinarily, at least one officer should

follow the subject unless the building is of
such a type that the entry would expose the
officer T (PrIvate home, 8ma11 shop, etc , )

28 in the case of large public buildings with
many exits, all offIcers should follow the sub-
ject into the building,

3, in some buildings where the subject might
be lost easily, it may be advisable for one of.n
ficer to remain in the lobby or at a door to
spot the subject as he leaves the building,

B+ Subject enters an elevator,
le if the subject is the lone passenger and

has reason to suspect surveillance, it may be
best not to accompany him into the elevator,
but rather to watch the indicator for the floor
stop, and then proceed to that floor to try to
pick up the subject1 s route,

28 in other cases , one or two officers may
accompany the subject, wait for him to announce
his floor, and then ask for a higher or lower
floor and use the stairs to get to the subject is
floor and attempt to pick up his trail,

3+ At all times , one officer should be left
in the lobby since the subject may be using the
elevator in an attempt to elude surveillancee

C, Subject enters restaurant ,
lo At least one officer should enter behind

the subject, order approximately the same
amount of food and be alert to note any con_
tacts made by the subject.

2. If possible , the officer should pay his
check before the subject does so that he can be
ready to leave with him.

3, in eone cases, it may be desirable for the
officer to leave shortly before the subject and
waIt for him out8ide,

D, Subject: board8 a streetcar, bt18 or subway,
1, At least one officer should board the

8ame car or bus and 8lt behind or at least on
the same side as the subject.

2, if an officer should mlas the streetcar
or bus , or should fear that by boarding it he
might make the subject suspiciou8 , he may hire
a taxi to follow the car for the full distance,
or follow by taxi for a few blocks, overtake,
and then board the car,

3, The ideal practice is for one offIcer to
board the car or bus and for the others to
follow in a surveillance automobile,

E, Subject takes a taxicab,
1, if trailing by another taxi or by 8urveil-

lance automobile is impossible or impractical,
the officer should make a note of the time , the
place, and name of the cab company and the li-
cense number or cab nurrlber,

2, The subjectl3 destinatIon can be deter-
mined later by checking with the drIver or the
company office,

F, Subject takes a train) boat , plane or long
distance bus,

1, Whether an officer will follow his subject
on any trip usually depends upon the indicated
length of the trip and the instructions he has
received from his superior,

2. The subject 1 s destination may be learned
by listening while he is buying his ticket, by
que8tioning the ticket agent or by contacting
the conductor of the train.

3, The possibility of examining the subject 1 s

luggage in the railroad station or on the train
should not be overlooked, Such examination can
only be made lawfully armed with a search war-
rant, Exception: Customs officers at the
border,

G, Subject enters a theater, race track, or
amusement park,

1, All officers should normally follow the
subject .

2 , The regular admission charges should be
paid and credentials should be used only as a
last resort,

3, Officers must follow the subject closely
in order not to lose him in the crowd,

4. In darkened theaters , the subject must be
closely watched and, if possible, one agent
should sit directly behind subject to avoid
losing him, The exits should also be covered
to avoid losing him.

H, Subject meets a contact,
I, A complete detailed description of the

contact should be noted, together with time and
place of the meeting,

2 , if possible , the contact should be photo-
graphed ,

3, if practical, attempts should be made to
overhear the conversation,

4, The subject 1 s attitude toward the contact
should be noted,



1, Subject regi8ter8 at a hotelo
1, are sub ject18 room number may be obtained

from the manager, house detectIve or room clerk,
2 , if the hotel managenent io cooperative )

it may be possible to procure a room near the
s.ubject's which can be u8ed a8 a ba8e for sun-
vei11ance ,

3, All outgoing telephone calls made by the
subject will normally be recorded by the trotel18
switchboard operator and 8uch record8 should be
examIned for leads ,

4, Abandoned trash should not be averlooked;,
however, under no circun8tance8 can tre8pas8 be
made LO retrieve it ,

J, Officers lose subject,
1, The officer in charge should be imrediate'

ly notified,
2, Known hangauts or addresses frequented by

the subject should be placed under ob8ervatlon
iHamdlately in an effort to find him,

3, it 18 generally advisable to station an
officer in the area where the subject was la8t
seen, as he may reappear there after a 8hort
time ,

4. Phone calls may be made to home or places
frequented by the subject under a pretext and
will often yield Information of subject1 s
whereabouts +

K, Subject discovers officer,
1, if an officer is recognized by the sub-

ject as a surveillance agent , he should normal-
ly drop out and be replaced by another officer,

2, in some cases where concealment of any
investigative activIty is paramount , 8urveil-
lance should be stopped as soon as the 8ubject
is known to suspect surveillance,

L, Decoys,
1, A clever subject who has discovered that

hp is under surveillance may not reveal hIs dis-
covery to his surveillant8 , but may attemPt to
"shake11 them f ram his traII by means of false
contacts or decoys?

2, For example, a subject may leave a brief
case or package full of worthless papers or
materIals wIth a contact and thus cause unwary
officers to redirect or discontInue their sur-
veillance , thus leaving him free to make his
real contacts unobserved,

M, Traps ,
1, A subject may attempt to lure an offIcer

into a trap,
2, A thorough knowledge of the locality,

coupled with good judgment and the alertness to
realize when traIling becomes suspiciously ea8y
is good defense against traps,

VIII. DETECTION OF FOOT SURVEILLANCE

Ae A subject who is suspicious of beIng under
surveillance may resort to trickery in order to
verify his suspicions .

B. When a subject resorts to such trickery, it
is good policy to change officers, foi the sub-
ject may have spotted one or more of his
followers ,

9, UsIng cowoy8 ,
10, WatchIng reflections in shop windows,
ll• WalkIng slowly and rapidly at alternatd

intervals ,
12, Dropping a piece of paper to see if any-

one retfleve B its
13, StoppIng to tie 8hoe8trlng8 neaawh11e

lookIng around for 8urveillant8,
14, Arranging with a friend in a drop, tavern.

or other places to watch for 8urvei11ant8,
15, Observing fran a windav or roof across

street with spy glasses to see if equipment or
IIkely persons are +tsable in roan8 adjacent to
subject 1 s room,
16, in hotel lobbies and similar places

watching for persona peeking over or around
new8paper8 and watching in wall mirrors to see
who is unusually observant of persong camlng
and going through the lobby,
17, Starting to leave a hotel lobby or 8imi-

lar place quickly, then suddenly turning around
to see if anyone has suddenly junped up without
any apparent reason or objective ,
18, The subject or an a880ciate'may attempt

to be near enough to the hall doors of rooms
adjacent to his in order to get a quick look
inside when someone happen8 to open the room

A, Corumn methods used by cunnIng subjects,
1, Jumping off a bus , streetcar or subway

just as the doors are about to close,
2, Leaving a buildIng through the rear or

side exit e

3, Ix>sing one-self in crowds .
4, Entering theaters and leavIng irmnediately

through an exit ,
5, PoInting out one's surveillant to a pa-

liceman, who will generally require the offIcer
to explain his actIons ,

Ce Cocoon method8 u8ed by suspects to test for
traIling :

le Stopping abruptly and lookIng at peopleIn the rear,
2 , Casually looking around ,
38 Reversing cour8e and retraclng 8tep8 ,
4, Boarding bu8e8 and 8treet cars and

allghting ju8t before tIny start,
5+ Riding short di8tance8 on bu8e8 and street...

ara
68 Circling tIe block in a taxI,
7, Entering a building and leaving immediate_

ly v{a another- exit,
8, Stopping abruptly after turning a corner,

door
19, Subject may open and close his hotel roan

door to indicate that he has left the room, then:
wait inside the room with the door a jar, if
anyone leave8 an adjoining room 9 the subject
then actually leaves his room in an ordInary
manner and rIdes down the elevator with his
neighbor while committing his appearance to
memory ,

20, Subject may pretend to leave his hotel
roam, then remain quiet to see if typewriting,
talking or other noises begIn to occur in an
adjoining room, and then suddenly disappear or
change to whispers upon evidence that 8ubject
is still in hi8 rooln©

IX. ELUDING FOOT SURVEILLANCE



6, Using aecoy8,
7, U8ing trap8,
8, Taking the last taxI at a stand,
9 , Changing clothing ,

X. METHODS OF AUTOMOBILE SURVEILLANCE

A, One••car surveIllance ,

1, if only one car is avaIlable for 8urveil.•
lance, its positIon should be behInd the sub-
jectl3 car, the di8tance varying wIth the amount
of traffic in the area,

2, in cIty traffic , not more than two vehtcle8
should be permitted to come between the subject 19
car and the surveIllance vehIcle .

3, The surveillance car 8hould keep toward the
right rear of the 8ubject18 car in order to mi-
nimize the chance of attracting the subjectl8
attentIQne

4, in rural areas it is wise to give the sub-
ject a good lead and if Intersections and road
forks are few and far betweenl the lead can be
extended to a point where the subject may even
be lost from sight over hills or around curves ,
When practical, keep another car between the
surveillance vehicle and the subject.

5, At night , the 8urveillantl8 car 8hould not
ordinarily have its headlights on high beam and
all other unnecessary IIghts on the car should
be extinguIshed.

Be Two w car suIveillance o

1. In city areas during dayIIght hours , both
cars should ordinarily be behind the subject1 s
car

2, Occaslona11y, one car may operate on a
known parallel route, timIng itself to arrive
at intersections just before the subject in
order to observe his route at the Intersections +

3, This method is recommended for use at
night and in suburban areas ,

C , Three-car surveillance ,
1, By the use of three surveillance cars ,

more use can be made of parallel routes , and
the posItIons of the cars can be changed f re-
quently enough to prevent discovery of the sur-
veillance .

2, One car may be used to lead to subject and
can ob8erve the latter through the rear-view
mirror ,

D. Leap frog surveillance with cars.
1, Cars are stationed at intervals along a

known route and after the subject's car has been
observed to pass a surveillant1 s car the officer
proceed and pa8 s the subject1 s car at sufficient
speed to permit them to take up a new position
beyond the other official cars and thus keep
progressively checking on the suspect without
actually following his car,

2, This method has the disadvantage that the
subject may not take the expected route or may
turn off a route between the observation points
of the surveillant cars ,

May be useful in locatIng hideouts , stills ,3

counterfeiting plants , etc+ , where tailing bY
car is not practical.

E , Use of radio equipment in car suIveillanCe •
1, Two-way short wave radio communication

between two suIveillance cars affords an ideal
means of conducting auto suIveillance•

2, it facilitates the use of parallel routes
by vehicles and the interchange of positIons .

3, SurveIllance cars with radios should be
equipped with antennas that appear to be 8tan-
data co=mercial automobile radio antenna8,

XI. DETECTION OF AUTOMOBILE SURVEILLANCE
A, As in the case of foot gurvei-llance, a sub-
ject who believes he is beIng followed may resort
to trickery in order to verify his suspicIons ,
a 8 follows :

1, Alternate fast and slaw driving,
2, Cammitting flagrant traffic violatIons ,

ouch as making U-turns I driving against traffic
on one-way streets and running through red
light 8 .

3 , Frequent parking ,
4, Driving Into dead-end streets,
5, StoppIng suddenly around curve8 or corners+
6, PulIIng into drIveways .
7, Speeding up a hill, then coasting slowly

down e

XII. ELUDING AUTOMOBILE SURVEILLANCE
A, Common methods used by suspicious suspectsq

1, Committing traffic vIolations ,

2, Using double entrances to driveways - in
one and out the other,

3, Cutting through parking lots ,

4, Driving through congested areaso
5, Using decoys and traps,
6, Deserting the vehicle beyond a blind

curve or corner, but permittIng the driver to
drive on as a decoye

XIII. FIXED SURVEILLANCE
A. DurIng observation from a 11plant" suIveillance
agents must be extremely careful not to reveal
their activity,

B. Binoculars are generally essential equIpment
in the plant, as they faciIItate positive identi•-
fication of persons entering or leavIng a place
under observation,

C, A still or motion picture camera with a

telephoto lens can also be used effectiveIY•

D , Notes ,
1. Take careful notes of observations , in-

cluding detailed descriptions of all Individuals
entering the target,

2, A-chronological log is usually the best
method of recording pertinent occurrences,

XIV. PREMISES

AR A sulveillance of a premise8 usually entails
the use of a base of operation or 11plant"I SVch
as a room) apartment_p house or camouflaged out-
door fixture located near the base of operation•

Bo A fixed 11plante1 should afford a maximum ob-
servation of all entrances and exIts of the pre-
mises urder observation, and should have an
exit to permit officers to enter or leave with-
out_ coming under observation fram the observed
premises ,
de if the 11plant" cannot be set UP, a came)u-

flaged outdoor fixture, such as a vendor1 s stand,
may be set up, or officers with an appropriate
1'GOV,,rPt TRay be sent into the area.
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